
Arizona Regional Association (ARA) Winter Technical  
Cave Science, Projects and Conservation Presentations  

National Speleological Society (NSS) 
January 28, 2022 – 9:00 am to 5:00 pm 

 
Zoom Link: Join Zoom Meeting 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83772207450?pwd=SzRUUWVSZWplaUxKb2N0cElyOG9YUT09 
 
Meeting ID: 837 7220 7450 
Passcode: 026751 
 

Time Presenter Title 
9:00 – 9:10 David Vidonic/Joel Norby Welcome, Site Orientation, Ground Rules 

9:10 – 9:30 Ray Keeler Ape Cave –2022 Graffiti Removal Project 

9:30 – 9:50 Angie McIntire 
Update on WNS Surveillance Efforts and Bat Hibernacula Monitoring 
in Arizona 

9:50 – 10:10 Debbie Buecher 
Two cave myotis hibernacula in New Mexico and the spread of 

Pseudogymnoascus destructans 

10:10 – 10:20 BIO BREAK  

10:20 – 10:40 Blase LaSala Grand Canyon Caves: Fall Fieldwork Scanning Summary 

10:40 – 11:00 Clint Poole Federal LRUDs- How to chart your path into research. 

11:00 – 11:20 Paul Jorgenson TV Shoot - In Caves (GCC) /NASA LiDAR Caving   in Lava River 

11:20 – 11:50 Garrett Jorgensen Olague Exploration of the Snowy River section of Fort Stanton Cave 

11:50 – 1:00 LUNCH  

1:00 – 1:30 Mike Van Note 
Significant Cave Recognition and its Relationship to the Federal Cave 
Resources Protection Act of 1988 

1:30 – 1:50 Shelley Littin, David Vidonic The Ways of a Maze – The Survey of Scroll Cave 

1:50 – 2:10 Open Open 

2:10 – 2:20 BIO BREAK  

2:20 – 2:40 Rebecca Beresic-Perrins 
Macroinvertebrates Inhabiting Montezuma Well National Monument, 
Arizona 

2:40 – 3:00 Nicholas Czaplewski 
LATE PLEISTOCENE VERTEBRATE FAUNA AND GUANO 
DEPOSIT OF LA TETERA CAVE, ARIZONA: A PRELIMINARY 
REPORT 

3:00 -3:20 Alicyn Gitlin Creating Inclusive Spaces for Curious Cavers 

3:20 – 3:30 BIO BREAK  

3:30 – 4:30  ARA ANNUAL MEETING  

5:00 PM OUT VISTOR CENTER CLOSES AT 5:00 PM 

 
 
Ape Cave –2022 Graffiti Removal Project – Mt. St. Helens Natl. Monument, Washington 
Ray Keeler – rckeeler@cox.net – NSS Government Liaison 

Ape Cave is on the southern slope of Mt. Saint Helens in southwest Washington State. The cave is a 2.5-mile-long lava 

tube on the national monument.  The cave receives ~100,000 visitors each year and graffiti has accumulated over the 

decades.  In May, 2022 a proposal was made to removal all of the graffiti in the cave, primarily using battery powered 

pressure washers, a new-to-us graffiti removal method.  Ape Cave has very wet walls and ceilings of basalt. In large 

areas, there is a “cave slime” that grows on the walls.  This bio-film appears to be an eco-system and needs protection. 

The project was a resounding success with hundreds of both spray paint and slime scratching and finger tags removed, 

along with removing litter, broken glass and fecal deposits from the entire cave. Almost all of the graffiti removal was 

completed by using the pressure washers and carrying over 400 gallons of lake water into the cave.  In two places, a 

biodegradable solvent was used to eliminate particularly heavy spray-painted areas where there was no slime.  This 

presentation covers several of the major stages of the project. 

The graffiti inventory and graffiti removal for the entire cave was completed on trips between August 6, 2022 and October 

31, 2022 with eight days of in-cave work with 47 volunteers participating on-site.  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83772207450?pwd=SzRUUWVSZWplaUxKb2N0cElyOG9YUT09
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Update on WNS Surveillance Efforts and Bat Hibernacula Monitoring in Arizona 
McIntire, Angie –  amcintire@azgfd.gov – Statewide Bat Management Coordinator, Arizona Game and Fish 
Department 
 

White-nose syndrome (WNS), an emerging infectious disease in North American hibernating bats, first emerged nearly 17 

years ago. Since then, the disease has become widespread across the US and Canada, with WNS confirmed in 12 bat 

species. Despite the imminent arrival of the fungus that causes WNS (Pseudogymnoascus destructans, or Pd) to Arizona, 

little is known about bat hibernation here. Recent winter monitoring at six caves in northern Arizona have shown that 

some bats hibernate in low densities with little to no clustering, which may keep transmission rates of Pd low in Arizona. 

An update on previous and forthcoming WNS surveillance efforts and monitoring will be provided. 

 

Two cave myotis hibernacula in New Mexico and the spread of Pseudogymnoascus destructans 

Debbie Buecher – dbuecher@comcast.net – Buecher Biological Consulting 

White-nose syndrome (WNS) is a novel bat disease caused by the fungus Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd).  This 

invasive fungus prefers sites with cold, humid conditions, which some bat species also choose for winter hibernation.  P. 

destructans is a keratin-loving fungus that breaks down cell walls in bats’ membranes – disrupting physiological functions 

in the bat and frequently leading to their death.  Since 2017 we have swabbed bats in two BLM caves during post-

hibernation to monitor for Pd spores on cave myotis (Myotis velifer).  We have long suspected that cave myotis will be 

vulnerable from WNS because they hibernate in microclimate appropriate for Pd.  In addition, hundreds of cave myotis 

hibernate in tight clusters, increasing the spread of fungal spores among individuals. In April 2021 we discovered bats with 

high fungal loads and visible fungus on their noses within clusters of conspecifics.  This was the first documentation that 

Pd was well established on NM cave myotis. In 2021 and 2022, during mist netting outside one of these caves, we 

documented additional species with Pd. Unfortunately, once a cave is infected with Pd spores, it may become a vector 

infecting other bat species that use the site. 

 

Grand Canyon: Fall 2022 scanning fieldwork summary 

Blase LaSala – blase.lasala@gmail.com –  

In Northern Arizona, Grand Canyon National Park (GRCA) and adjacent Native Nations are largely reliant on karst fed 

springs to provide potable water for millions of people annually. These springs are also important for supporting habitat for 

hundreds of native species, some of which are endangered.  Tracer studies on the canyon&#39;s northern rim indicate 

the presence of a complex deep karst aquifer that can efficiently transport snowmelt dozens of kilometers to canyon 

springs in a matter of months to weeks. Understanding where this water is coming from is critical to understand potential 

sources of contamination and forecast how spring discharge is affected by changes in precipitation. However, the paths 

the snowmelt takes from sinkholes to these springs is not well understood. We propose to quantify spatial and temporal 

relationships between hydrologic data and geologic structures on and within the Kaibab Plateau to improve our 

understanding of this remote karst aquifer. The spatial aspect of this analysis will determine if regional geologic features 

on the surface, extrapolated from USGS maps and recent aerial lidar, are related to deep subsurface structures within the 

Redwall and Muav limestones. Characterization of these deep structures is possible by obtaining high resolution three-

dimensional models of cave systems. This Fall, an experienced team of volunteer cave surveyors and GRCA science and 

resource management employees were able to document orientations of fault and fracture networks and bedding planes 

exposed in 10km of cave passages at high resolution using handheld lidar. This presentation will review the methodology 

and equipment used and showcase some preliminary point cloud data. 

Federal LRUDs- How to chart your path into research.  
Clint Poole – eightyfourbronco@yahoo.com – NSS  

The overview involves backstory and networking, the effort involved, and a lot about survey. A deeper dive into what a 

harder set of days in the canyon looks like from a surveying perspective in North Rim Caves. 

 

TV Shoot - In Caves (GCC) /NASA LiDAR Caving   in Lava River 

Paul Jorgenson – ke7hr@cox.net – Central Arizona Grotto, NSS 

With the world turning to media everything, you may be asked to help make a video in a cave. I will be sharing some 
things that I have learned in working with TV video crews. 
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I went on a cave trip with NASA doing LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging – using laser scanner) scan of a cave.  They 
were testing equipment to possibly be incorporated into future rover spacecraft.  I will present notes on the what and why 
of this experiment. 

Exploration of the Snowy River section of Fort Stanton Cave  
Garrett Jorgensen Olague – garrettjorgensen@gmail.com – Ft. Stanton Cave Project, NM, NSS 

Since its discovery in 2001, the Snowy River section of Fort Stanton Cave has been one of the most exciting frontiers in 
the U.S. with over 35 miles being discovered and no end in sight. The main Snowy River Passage itself has been pushed 
to a length of 11.8 miles, making it one of the longest single passages in the world, and contains the iconic Snowy River 
Formation, a deposit of subaqueous white calcite that runs along the floor of the entire passage. The cave also holds the 
record for the most distant point underground, with the current frontier being 12.4 miles away from the cave's single 
entrance. Recent exploration trips have continuously discovered miles of large, well-decorated, passages that still go and 
will surely yield more exciting discoveries for future teams to survey and document. 

 

LUNCH 

 

Significant Cave Recognition and its Relationship to the Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 
1988 
Mike Van Note – micvannote@gmail.com – Northern Arizona Grotto, NSS 

The Federal Cave Resources Protection Act of 1988 references "significant caves" and directs federal agencies to identify 
"significant caves" for protection under the Act. Discussion of how such caves are identified and nominated, how cavers 
can help, and why we should do so...with specific reference to caves on National Forests in Arizona... 

 
The Ways of a Maze – The Survey of Scroll Cave 
Taran Doty tarandoty@yahoo.com  , Shelley Littin shelleylittin@gmail.com, David Vidonic dvidonic@gmail.c
om  – NSS 

The current Scroll Cave survey, originally begun in February 1999, has presented numerous challenges to cavers over 
the years. With an entrance nestled on the side of an intermittent Catalina Mountain stream drainage, the cave contains 
an extensive entrance chamber, narrow gated crawl, and significant amount of crawling, walking, and climbing passages 
networked in a convoluted lattice.  

The survey effort has waxed and waned repeatedly over the decades, with each group adding substantial sections. 
Currently with over three miles of mapped passage, Scroll has one of the largest surveyed lengths of any cave in Arizona 
outside of the Grand Canyon. 

The survey was reinitiated most recently in August 2022 by members of the Southern Arizona Grotto. It is under the 
direction of cartographer Taran Doty from Central Arizona Grotto and is open to all the grottos. The current effort has 
added hundreds of feet to the existing map, including largely overlooked ceiling passages, and has served to introduce 
several new cavers to survey while heightening sketchers' skills.  

Completing cave surveys is an important component of grotto responsibilities. These projects provide an avenue for the 
education and development of grotto members as competent and skillful cavers, create activities for regional engagement, 
and contribute to the stewardship and conservation of local caves by providing comprehensive data about these 
resources. Successful completion of the Scroll Cave survey will require the ongoing contribution of cavers from across the 
region – all qualified individuals are invited and encouraged to join the endeavor. 

 

Open for 20 minutes … 

 

Macroinvertebrates Inhabiting Montezuma Well National Monument, Arizona 

Rebecca Beresic-Perrins rkb32@nau.edu, Jake Perrins, James Boothroyd, Angela Rincon, Ryan Lumen, 

Chris Wirth, Shay Young, Kim Whitley, Tina Greenawalt, Bonnie Bain, Fredric Govedich, Samuel Wells, 

William Heyborn and Stephen Shuster 

We conducted a Bioblitz at Montezuma Well May 20th and 21st 2016, in collaboration with the Montezuma Castle National 

Monument for their Centennial Celebration. Montezuma Well’s unique water chemistry has made it an area of intense 
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study in the Southwest, but only its plant and vertebrate life have been recently cataloged. We collected terrestrial and 

aquatic macroinvertebrates from seven habitats: the meadow (Samples=29), the picnic area (samples=52), Beaver Creek 

(Samples=31), the Well shore (Samples=4), the Well cave (Samples=6), the swallet (N=23), and the outlet (Samples=76). 

Our collecting methods included beating sheets, light traps, aspirators, nets, and hand collection. We preserved 

specimens in ethanol and recorded images in the field and in the laboratory. We identified over 242 samples belonging to 

29 orders in 4 phyla; Annelida (3), Platyhelminthes (1), Arthropoda (19), Mollusca (6), including 56 previously unreported 

species. Our results provide the first comprehensive inventory of the rich macroinvertebrate fauna that characterizes 

Montezuma Well. 

 
LATE PLEISTOCENE VERTEBRATE FAUNA AND GUANO DEPOSIT OF LA TETERA CAVE, 
ARIZONA: A PRELIMINARY REPORT 
Nicholas J. Czaplewski, William D. Peachey, and Jim I. Mead 
 
La Tetera is a cave formed in the mid-late Paleozoic limestones of the Rincon Mountains of southern Arizona. The cave 
was sealed since the late Pleistocene and preserves a small vertebrate fauna reflecting the Rancholabrean NALMA 
including two extinct large mammals, horse (probably Equus conversidens) and giant llama (Camelops), as well as an 
extinct vampire bat (Desmodus stocki).  

Additional recovered biotic remains under study include hackberry endocarps (Celtis), charcoal, and bones of toads, large 
tortoise (Gopherus), squamates at least Heloderma, Phrynosoma, Crotalus), roadrunner (Geococcyx), wren (Salpinctes), 
heteromyid and cricetid rodents, rabbits, Myotis sp., and shrew. Further investigation will likely reveal additional biotic 
remains. 

Preservation of bone is relatively poor, probably due to as-yet-undetermined, corrosive geochemical processes. Fossils 
occur as isolated skeletal elements scattered sparsely in several areas of the small cave or those recovered by screening 
of unconsolidated cave floor sediments (in which the vampire bat is the second most commonly recovered taxon, after 
toads). A large, stratified paleoguano deposit in one room promises the potential to recover ancient environmental DNA 
from the bats, their dietary sources, and autochthonous and allochthonous microorganisms. A sample of the guano 
deposit gave a calibrated radioisotopic age of 23 ka, confirming a late Pleistocene age for the deposit and placing it within 
late Wisconsinian full glacial time and within Marine Isotope Stage 2. Several of the fossil vertebrates reflect a desert 
scrub fauna similar to that of the region today. 

 

Creating Inclusive Spaces for Curious Cavers 
Alicyn Gitlin alicyn.gitlin@gmail.com  

It is a common goal of caving groups to invite new people and build volunteer capacity. This goal often conflicts with 
caving’s secretive culture. How can individuals and grottos create more inviting spaces, where newcomers feel welcome? 
The NSS is an impressive organization, with more than 8,000 members, and no paid staff. Most of us have never been 
trained in this stuff. Using other non-governmental organizations (NGOs) as a model, I will share some techniques being 
used to create more inclusive communications, host welcoming meetings, and invite and retain new people. NGOs 
employ an array of techniques to disseminate information and invite the voices of the people they represent. These can 
include interpreting scientific jargon into layperson terms, sharing information at events, and other methods that make 
important information easier to access, relate to, and use. Meetings can become more welcoming with the use of meeting 
agreements, active listening, and creativity, so that everyone feels comfortable participating and wants to engage. With 
better engagement, we can build a larger community and more effectively achieve our goals. 

 
  

BREAK 

 

ARIZONA REGIONAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING 
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